The Best of Uganda

CRAFTED AFRICAN EXPERIENCES
www.ermtours.com

YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS HERE
2 NIGHTS IN

Entebbe
This charming town features tree-lined streets and serves as an excellent
base from which to explore the surrounding area. Tourists can look
forward to spending days on beautiful beaches along the banks of Lake
Victoria, stroll through the fields and forests of the magnificent Botanical
Gardens, or pay a visit to Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary, a haven
for country’s orphaned chimps.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary
• Boat cruise on Lake Victoria

OVERNIGHT: HOTEL NO. 5
Nestled in the leafy suburbs of Entebbe, is the new and stylish boutique
hotel, Hotel No.5. From the moment you arrive, you are warmly
welcomed and cared for.

3 NIGHTS IN

Kidepo Valley National Park
One of Uganda’s most stunningly beautiful reserves, the remote Kidepo
Valley National Park stretches across broad swathes of savannah studded
with hills and rock clusters. Visitors can look forward to excellent wildlife
sightings.

OVERNIGHT: APOKA SAFARI LODGE
Set deep in the Kidepo Valley National Park, Apoka Lodge blends
seamlessly among the endless hills and rocky outcrops. With only 10
guest rooms, this is intimate and remote at its best.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Bush walks
• Game drives
• Interpretive visits to the local karamong villages

2 NIGHTS IN

Murchinson National Park
Stretching from the shores of Lake Albert, Murchison Falls National Park
is Uganda’s largest National Park. The Nile River flows through the middle
of the park creating the impressive Murchison Falls which is the park’s
major attraction.

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•

Game drives
Nile River cruise
Murchison Falls hike
Chimpanzee trekking

OVERNIGHT: NILE SAFARI LODGE
Nestled peacefully amongst the rich papyrus forest on the southern banks
of the River Nile within the famed Murchison Falls National Park lies the
Nile Safari Lodge - a remote and beautiful property, ideal for travelers
wanting a luxurious escape and private safari experience. Activities
available from the lodge include bird watching, bike safaris, chimpanzee
tracking and game drives.

3 NIGHTS IN

Southern Queen Elizabeth
National Park
Surrounded by other wonderful parks in the western region of Uganda,
the Queen Elizabeth National Park is known for its rich biodiversity,
wildlife and history. In the southern part of the park, the remote Ishaha
sector is home to tree-climbing lions who spend long lazy days dozing in
the pretty fig trees.

OVERNIGHT: BUFFALO SAFARI LODGE
Buffalo Safari Lodge is located at the magical Kazinga Channel 1km off
Kasese Mbarara road with spectacular views the Kazinga Channel and the
savannah plains of Queen Elizabeth National Park.

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•

Game drives
Boat cruise
Kasoga community activities
Kyambura Gorge chimpanzee trekking

2 NIGHTS IN

Bwindi Impenetrable Forest
Located in southwestern Uganda, the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest is said
to be Africa’s oldest rainforest. It is world-renowned for its excellent
gorilla-sighting opportunities. This untouched forest has been declared
a UNESCO World Heritage Site because of its breathtaking natural
beauty and unique ecological significance. Aside from the amazing gorilla
interactions, there are other drawcards such as a network of forest walks,
over 340 species of bird to spot and a variety of butterflies.

OVERNIGHT: SANCTUARY GORILLA FOREST CAMP
Once-in-a-lifetime encounters with Uganda’s endangered gorillas await
when you stay in one of these eight private luxury tents in the heart of the
Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. Ecologically respectful, contemporary-yetclassic in style, Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp blends in sensitively with
the dramatic African mountain landscape and, situated uniquely inside
the national park, you are only minutes away from the start of your gorilla
trekking adventure.

Contact ERM Tours and Safaris to start crafting your African experience:
+27 (0) 11 884-4343
info@ermtours.com
ermtours.com

HIGHLIGHTS
• Gorilla trekking
• Batwa cultural experience

